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ABSTRACT 

Content based video retrival systems  requires video to be segmented into objects. A large number of video segmentation 

algorithms have been proposed such as semi-automatic and automatic. Semiautomatic methods requires the human 

intervention and also not suitable for some applications. Many applications requires automatic segmentation but still 

there is lot of scope for the improvement. The proposed work aims at contributing to identify the laconas that are present 

in the existing segmentation system and also to give the possible number of solutions to overcome those laconas so that 

the accurate and efficient video object segmentation system can be developed. The proposed system deals with the issue 

of automatic video segmentation system such as uncovered background, Temporary poses and Global motion of 

background. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In personal databases and Web repositories use of video data is continuously increasing. To retrieve the 

objects from video, a process is required called as segmentation. In many computer vision and video 

processing applications object segmentation and background subtraction are important tasks. They are mainly 

used as the first step in applications like tracking, recognition, and classification, among others [8]. 

Two methods are mostly used in video object segmentation (VOS), one is semiautomatic, in which some kind 

of user interference is needed to define the semantic object and the second one is automatic, where object is 

separated from the background without any help from the user. Most of the applications need automatic 

segmentation of video objects, especially those with real time requirements [9]. 

A large number of video object Segmentation methods have been proposed, most aiming to specific 

applications, and trying to fulfil particular requirements. Good results have been obtained so far in 

semiautomatic methods, since there is also human interference in the segmentation process. However, the 

human assistance involved in these methods is not required because it unnecessary adds work of users and 

also it is not suitable for some applications. On the other hand, fully automatic video segmentation (AS) 

systems are still a challenge, although they are required by many applications. 

Many automatic segmentation systems are developed for particular problems and with simplified assumptions 

like videos with fixed background. So it is very important to have flexible automatic segmentation system for 

different types of videos. Most of the existing automatic segmentation systems involve complicated 

techniques. Also each stage of the segmentation process involves computationally intense operations to obtain 

good performance. Thus, reducing the complications of the techniques involved is required while keeping 

good performance of segmentation results. This can be done by selecting efficient algorithms with reduced 

complicated methods in each step of the segmentation process. Accuracy of segmentation can be improved by 

applying post-processing. 
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2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

A number of video segmentation algorithms have been proposed for detecting object from the video. This 

section provides a review of the various approaches available for video segmentation. 

 Dong Zhang proposed a method for video object segmentation through spatially accurate and temporally 

dense extraction of object regions. In this method the author has extracted the object proposal and used DAG 

approach which results in good segmentation performance. To find out which image regions are objects vs. 

background, it makes these methods very slow [1]. 

An interesting approach is proposed by Munchal Kim for localization of moving objects in the image 

sequence, two consecutive image frames in the temporal direction are examined and a hypothesis testing is 

performed by comparing two variance estimates from two consecutive difference images.  Spatial 

segmentation is performed to divide each image into semantic regions and to find precise object boundaries of 

the moving objects [2]. 

A new algorithm for Video object plane generation is proposed by Thomas Meier and King N. Ngan that can 

automatically extract moving objects from a sequence. Since these objects are characterized by a different 

motion from that of the background, some type of motion information must be incorporated into the 

segmentation algorithm. Optical flow or motion fields could theoretically be used, but they are extremely 

noise sensitive, and their accuracy is limited due to the aperture and occlusion problem. The proposed 

algorithm is based on pattern recognition and object tracking principles, and thereby avoids many of the 

problems associated with motion estimation [3]. 

An affine parameter estimation algorithm from block motion vectors is proposed by Seok-Woo Jang that can 

extract accurate motion information with the assumption that the undergoing motion can be characterized by 

an affine model. The motion may be caused either by a moving camera or a moving object.The proposed 

method first extracts motion vectors from a sequence of images by using size variable block matching and 

then processes them by adaptive robust estimation to affine parameters [4]. 

An interesting approach is proposed by JungHwan Oh for efficient measuring of various motion in MPEG 

videos. There is a need to analyze motion in video sequences to characterize them since motion is a 

representative feature that distinguishes videos form other multimedia. The proposed technique to compute 

various motions is very cost effective because it uses the motion vectors previously computed when the video 

was made in MPEG format [5]. 

 Camille Courier proposed a method of Causal Graph based video segmentation. This method uses the 

graph based matching method, It is more robust to large camera displacements but spanning trees method 

takes more computation time[6]. 

 MacFralane N.J.B. proposed a method for segmentation and tracking of piglets in images. This paper uses 

approximate median method which employs frame difference with constantly updated background model. 

Storage requirements of median filtering are alleviated by this technique butit requires continuous updating of 

background model [7]. 

 

3. PRAPOSED WORK   

The present study aims at developing a system to segment objects from the video automatically. In the 

proposed work we will try to solve the issue of moving camera and uncovered background. For moving 

camera we will use motion estimation and compensation. The proposed work focuses on to resolve the issue 

of temporary poses by integrating the region based segmentation with the system. 

In the proposed work the algorithm classifies regions obtained in an initial partition as foreground or 

background, based on motion information. Thus, the first step is to compensate the motion of the camera. An 

initial partition of the current frame is obtained by applying the watershed segmentation algorithm. To reduce 

over-segmentation, small regions are merged together in a post-processing step based on spatio-temporal 

information. Based on the initial partition, the classification stage divide regions as foreground or background. 
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It begins with an initial classification based on a significance test, which marks regions as foreground 

candidates. This initial stage is used to increase the efficiency and robustness of the classification. 

The motion of each foreground candidate is estimated by region matching in a hierarchical framework. To 

avoid false movements caused by occlusion, an iterative validation scheme examines the estimated motion 

vectors and corrects them, if necessary.The estimated motion vectors are then integrated into a Markov 

random field model, along with spatial information and information gathered from previous frames. The 

optimization of the Markov random field (MRF) model is carried through highest confidence first (HCF), 

leading to a classification of the regions in the initial partition. 

Finally, a dynamic memory is introduced to ensure temporal coherency of the segmentation process. The 

memory is updated using the estimated motion vectors and the MRF-based classification model. Each region 

is tracked to the next frame sequentially and the memory is updated accordingly. 

 

Fig.1 Block diagram of propose system 

 

 

 

Fig.2 GUI of propose system with browsing video as a input 
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3.1 Global motion estimation and compensation 

Movement of the camera creates the unnecessary disturbance in the motion of the object. This undesired 

motion should be removed at the initial step before segmenting the moving object. This is done in three steps 

as motion vector estimation, motion vectors of background elimination and finally calculation of new frame. 

Frame is divided into blocks of n*n (8*8/16*16) to calculate the motion vectors. Then motion vectors are 

calculated by searching for the best match in the reference or previous frame. Best match is found between 

current block and blocks in previous frame which are having minimum measure of matching error. 

MAD (m, n) = 1/n*m (Σ gl(I) - gl(I-1))………………….. (1) 

(u,v) = min(MAD(m,n)) ………………………………….(2) 

Where MAD represents the mean absolute difference and gl  represents the grey level and (u,v) is motion 

vector. 

After calculating motion vectors, motion vectors that totally different from their neighbourhood are rejected. 

Then frame warping is used to associate the previous or next frame to current frame. New frame is calculated 

from previous frame by transforming the co-ordinates of previous frame. 

Thus, the first step in the algorithm is to compensate the motion of the camera. The global motion is modeled 

by camera motion model and estimated using a robust gradient-based technique. For finding the motion vector 

we can use hybrid block matching algorithm. The camera motion is modeled by the eight parameter 

perspective motion model, 

𝑥 ′  =  
𝑎0𝑥+𝑎1𝑦+𝑎2

𝑎6𝑥+𝑎7𝑦+1
 ,       𝑦′  =  

𝑎3𝑥+𝑎4𝑦+𝑎5

𝑎6𝑥+𝑎7𝑦+1
 ……………..(3) 

 

Fig 3.Output of GMEC 

3.2 Initial partition  

An initial partition of the current frame is obtained by applying the watershed segmentation algorithm. The 

initial partitioning consists of three steps. First, the spatial gradient is approximated using morphological 

gradient operator. Secondly, rainfalling watershed algorithm is applied using the gradient image as input. 

Finally, a spatio-temporal merge is performed on small regions to reduce the over-segmentation caused by the 

watershed algorithm. 

There are two different approaches for implementation of the watershed algorithm. The first approach relies 

on rain falling simulations. The second approach makes use of immersion or flooding simulations. While the 

watershed algorithm in produces very accurate results, it has one inherent drawback i.e it is extremely 

sensitive to gradient noise and usually results in over segmentation. In order to eliminate the over-

segmentation caused by the watershed algorithm, it is common to employ a post-processing step that merges 

small regions. Merging process is used to maintain the accurate segmentation which relies on both the 

temporal as well as spatial information. 
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3.2.1 Gradient approximation 

To obtain a gradient approximation, Prewitt operator is used. The Prewitt operator is used in image 

processing, particularly within edge detection algorithms. It is a discrete differentiation operator, computing 

an approximation of the gradient of the image intensity function. At each point in the image, the result of the 

Prewitt operator is either the corresponding gradient vector or the norm of this vector. The Prewitt operator is 

based on convolving the image with a small, separable, and integer valued filter in horizontal and vertical 

directions and is therefore relatively inexpensive in terms of computations. 

the operator calculates the gradient of the image intensity at each point, giving the direction of the largest 

possible increase from light to dark and the rate of change in that direction. The result therefore shows how 

"abruptly" or "smoothly" the image changes at that point and therefore how likely it is that part of the image 

represents an edge, as well as how that edge is likely to be oriented. 

3.2.2 Watershed segmentation  

To obtain an initial partitioning of the current frame, the watershed algorithm is applied on the gradient image. 

Watershed segmentation derive its origins from mathematical morphology and is, in fact, a region-growing 

algorithm that treats the input image as a topographical surface, and through the intuitive process of water-

filling, creates a partition of the image. Commonly, two approaches exist for the design of the watershed 

algorithm. The first approach depends on rainfalling simulations. Suppose a drop of water falls on a 

topographic surface. According to the law of gravitation, it will flow down along with the steepest slope path 

until it reaches a minimum. The set of points of the surface whose steepest slope paths reach a given minimum 

represent the catchment basin associated with this minimum. The watersheds are the topographic points 

dividing adjacent catchment basins. This is shown in Fig. The second approach makes use of immersion or 

flooding simulations. Consider again the topographic surface and assume that  holes have been punctured in 

each minimal region of the surface. The surface is then slowly immersed into a lake. Starting from the minima 

at the lowest distance, the water will progressively flood the catchment basins of the image. 

The watershed algorithm is produces very accurate results, it has one inherent drawback: it is extremely 

sensitive to gradient noise and results in over-segmentation. To eliminate the problem of over-segmentation 

caused by the watershed algorithm, we can do post-processing step that merges small regions. 

3.2.3 Spatio-temporal merging 

The goal of the merging process is to reduce the number of regions in the partition by eliminating small 

regions, while maintaining the accuracy of the partition. If the region merge solely on spatial information, we 

may jeopardize the accuracy of the segmentation results, since moving regions might mistakenly be merged 

with the background. In order to avoid this, it is obvious that we have to consider temporal information, as 

well as spatial information. Therefore, the spatio-temporal merging is used. 

 
Fig 4. Output of Initial Partition-(a) Gradient Approximation, (b) Watershed Segmentation, (c) Merging 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_processing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_processing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_processing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edge_detection
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Difference_operator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_gradient
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_gradient
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3.3 Classification 

The core of the proposed algorithm is the classification phase, which determines whether each region in the 

initial partition is a part of the background or part of a moving object. The classification phase consists of 

three steps. First, an initial classification is performed that marks regions as potential foreground candidates 

based on a significance test. Then, the motion of each foreground candidate is estimated and validated. The 

motion information, along with spatial information, is used to define a MRF(Markov Random Field) model. 

Finally, the classification problem is formulated as an optimization problem and a solution is obtained using 

HCF. 

Use a dynamic memory, based on region tracking, for object tracking and memory update. This memory will 

contain, for each region, the number of times it was classified as foreground in past frames. However, unlike 

the static memory, the update of the dynamic memory consists of tracking each region to its new or current 

location in the frame, using the displacement vector estimated in the hierarchical motion estimation phase. 

3.3.1 Initial classification 

This initial phase has two main purposes. First, it reduces the computational load of the following motion 

estimation phase by eliminating the background regions from the estimation process. This is especially 

important if the moving objects are small as compared to the overall frame size. Second, it increases the 

robustness of the motion estimation by removing noisy background regions that may be falsely detected as 

moving. 

In order to avoid elimination of slowly moving regions, we have to consider the information gathered in 

previous frames of the sequence. For this purpose, regions that a majority of their pixels appear in the region 

of the previous frame, are marked as foreground candidates as well. 

3.3.2 Motion estimation hierarchical and validation 

In this step the motion of potential foreground candidates is estimated. The estimation takes place within a 

segmentation-based framework. The motion estimation of the object is carried out by intensity matching in a 

hierarchical framework. The different level multi-resolution pyramid constructed in the global motion 

estimation is used. The hierarchical search begins at the inferior level of the pyramid and propagates to the 

higher levels of the hierarchy, while refining the displacement estimate in each level. 

The hierarchical estimation technique suggested above, like all motion estimation techniques, suffers from the 

occlusion problem. The ultimate goal of the motion estimation is to minimize the sum of differences, the 

differences caused by the occlusion area induce motion toward the object in order to compensate for these 

type of differences. 

 

Fig 5. Output of Classification Stage (a) & (b) Initial Classification,(c) Validation, (d) MRF 

Classification 
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3.3.3 MRF-based classification 

MRF has a ability to capture the spatial continuity that is inherent in natural images, MRFs have been used 

extensively in the past few years for the solution of many problems in these fields. Applications of MRFs 

range from lowlevel vision tasks like image restoration and image segmentation, through mid-level vision 

problems such as texture classification  and change detection, to high-level tasks such as image interpretation 

and understanding. The high computational load is the main drawback of MRF models, since they are usually 

defined directly over the pixels in the image. However, the set of regions obtained in the initial partition is 

defined, rather than on the rectangular lattice that represents the image. Since the number of regions is 

relatively small (a few hundreds), the optimization of the MRF is remarkably efficient. 

3.4 Object tracking and memory update 

Based on region tracking, rather than using a static memory, we use a dynamic memory. This memory will 

contain, for each region, the number of times it was classified as foreground in past frames. However, unlike 

the static memory in the update of the dynamic memory consists of tracking each region to its new location or 

region in the frame, using the displacement vector estimated in the hierarchical motion estimation state. This 

enables us to track objects as they move throughout the sequence, without accumulating uncovered 

background. Error propagation is avoided by slowly decreasing memory values of regions that stop moving. 

Thus, if a background region was falsely detected as moving once during the sequence, its effect is diminished 

through time. 

We update the memory each frame by setting the memory value of all the pixels each region to the average 

value of the pixels inside that region. The spatial segmentation may be inconsistent in time, i.e., regions which 

correspond to the original object may be segmented differently in consecutive frames, resulting in incoherent 

memory values. In order to maintain the constant memory value for each region and to avoid leaving residues 

due to inaccuracies in the tracking mechanism, a post-processing step is used. A constant memory value for 

each region is determined by averaging the memory values over the entire region. If the maximum values are 

zero, then all memory values in this region are set to zero, otherwise, all memory values are set to the average 

value of the memory. 

 

RESULTS 

The system is tested on a Segtrack standard dataset. It consists of 14 videos some of which are having 

interacting objects, slow movements, deformation, motion blur, and occlusion. Fig 5 represents the partial 

output, which is in proceeding stage. It can display the output frame by frame. When all frames are processed, 

the Evolutionary parameter values are displayed as final output in Fig 6. 

 

Fig 6.Represents partial output in proceeding stage 
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Fig 7.Represents output of each module like GMEC, Initial Partitioning, Classification & Final Output 

with values of Evolutionary Parameter 

 

 

Fig 8.Graph of Accuracy, Error & True Positive 

Table 1. Result of Evolutionary Parameter for each segtrack video 

VIDEO ACCURACY PRECISION RECALL ERROR TP TN FN FP 

Bird of Paradise 98.8108 98.7103 99.987 1.2035 207644 20016 27 2713 

Girl 98.9789 98.9402 99.9808 1.0316 119869 6824 23 1284 

Bird 99.9386 99.9452 99.9929 0.06143 83949 692 6 46 

Monkey 98.912 99.653 98.9701 0.347 162834 39267 98 145 

Worm 99.9108 99.97 99.9384 0.089253 123345 3262 76 37 

Soldier 98.893 98.5263 99.2583 1.4737 201922 37618 37 1231 

Frog 99.156 99.4251 99.4587 0.5749 102918 23918 73 1923 

Parachute 99.756 98.1826 98.4521 1.8174 182729 26772 29 1835 

Drifting 97.823 97.5426 97.586 2.4574 184722 28985 412 1746 

Penguin 97.345 97.536 97.5682 2.464 112982 34456 321 1465 
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Table 2. Result Analysis  

VIDEO ACCURACY [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] 

Bird of Paradise 98.8108 93 94 92.2 86.8 5.1 44.3 95.2 

Girl 98.9789 83.7 89.2 87.7 31.9 53.6 52.4 87.9 

Bird 99.9386 7705 62.5 49 57.4 56 32.5 57.4 

Monkey 98.912 86 84.8 79 61.9 73.1 61.7 88.6 

Worm 99.9108 76.5 82.8 84.4 34.7 36.8 27.4 89.6 

Soldier 98.893 81.1 83.6 66.6 66.5 70.7 43 86.4 

Frog 99.156 61.9 72.3 0 67.1 14.5 45.2 81.4 

Parachute 99.756 94.9 93.4 96.3 69.1 85.6 69.9 94.5 

Drifting 97.823 67.3 74.8 63.7 55.2 62.6 43.5 84.3 

Penguin 97.345 92.7 51.5 12.6 72 54.5 20.8 93.9 
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